July 16, 2009 (3:59 pm)
PROGNOSIS OF THE NATIONS VOL 1 TO 6. PAR VOL OF 3 BOOKS EACH
NATIONS IN STRIFE
(CONCOCTED PREFERENCES)
By Lord Sananda

July 19, 2009 Sunday, 10:11 am
Hello and a goodly ‘farewell’ to you both, little dove, for it is soon to be
your anniversary, your first aboard the Stargazer commanded entirely by
Lieutenant Commander Sophram Suflus Somajar Galiac, who by way of fact
and precision just cannot wait to have you aboard.
Now on with the news of the week, or day, in fact, for precision monitoring
of the entire human race is now on the agenda of the ones who still believe
that they are on top of it all. Stand by for Esu Jmmanuel Sananda, love, for
the effectiveness of the keyboard is to be his alone. Esquire Hatonn out for
this opening segment. Clock in all time procedures, please, for this will
entirely ‘matter’ in the future.
Sananda on the bridge, Sir. Ready for dictational content. Are you ready,
Uthrania?
Uthrania: I am ready. Yes.
Good day little dove of mine own heart. “Nations in Strife” is actually an
epilogue, and leave the spelling mistakes to Reni to correct, please. We
must have no interference, but to get back into the spell of things is the
only duty you must know now. New sentence structure, please.
The nations at large curtail not the nations in strife, for the ending will
scarcely precede the beginning before many will indeed start their own
lifestreams all over again from where they left off finishing their lessons last
time. New sentence, please.
In full occurrence with those hoary ones at the top of each nation there is a
protractor of a sort entering into the picture, and in the most simplified
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fashion and manner will I attempt to lay out for the each one of you who
will attempt somewhat at listening to all I have to say, and will I dutifully
wane not one word askew, for to resemble the truth is not what I and
others are all about, but rather to decipher what you have said in relation
to that which is actually the reality, and we find that ne’re the twain do
meet.
Break now, little one, for the beginning of this report is not to be the last.
Place in time coordinates. (10:24 am)

10:35 am
This is Lord and Captain ‘Sananda’ coordinating all feature presentations to
my prophets, the children who understand truth form better than their
own adult parents and most of all to all those hypocrites who think that
‘God’ is just a letter word to be put down, explained by the ignorant and
then completely ignored. It is better by far to spit out of your mouth the
most egregious terms in relation to ‘God’ or the truth of your god than to
listen to all I have to say and then IGNORE IT!
So stand up and be counted, for the day is here, it has ‘arrived’ in the way
of the truth forum which you have had countless generations to arrive at.
SO NOW ON WITH THE SHOW, as ye all love to say down there in circus
land. Tie off all channel frequency now, Seila, little dove of mine own sorely
appareled heart toward ye both and three, and on your way with the grass
mowing for a speck of time, for articulate you must listen and be, along
with the rest of them, but time for the season and all of its related activities
must also take its place within the worldly itinerary just for the point of
curtailing not that which must take place in survival and stamina, and here
we will close.
Sananda Esu out on frequency biowave 2.3456. New frequency indeed and
a positive one. Hatonn will be coming on line shortly. Stand by and ready
for the sequel to the Articles of Faith. This will be a different topic and way
of spelling indeed. So be it Sananda out. (10:44 am)

2:14 pm
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Dear one, thank you for coming so quickly. I did have one more entry to
make of this day. New sentence structure, please. Space aligned.
Now the book Commander Hatonn is presently working on may well
coincide with my own and that you will find is fine. What is engineered here
on the holodeck, so to most promptly speak of, will find your golden attire
traced back to a time in which the pyramids held all archives of mine own.
Excuse me if I momentarily slip back into the creation of antiqued English
from time to time but it is just form of habit. Next sentence, please, Seila
dear.
We have a long range and long running autonomy which traces your
ancestors back to Galactica Four, which for many and most of you is a
stronghold of effectiveness in keeping the likes of Zionism at bay, and this is
repeatedly how your ancestors took the word Zionist to earth as a
repudiation of that which was never wanted. Zionism is a misfit which rule
the nations with an iron thumb, and that iron thumb is one which the fist is
soon to crush with impunity as they do to others, as they do to you.
Now in essence, in its full essence of reputable conquering style, Zionism is
the most racist part of human history from the Gulf war to Hiroshima, to
the Bay of Pigs and backward even more. History is only written for the
nations, by the nations who rule over them hand and thumb, and that is
about to come to its final close, for the time is now when the human race
is apt to grace the earth and other earths with more fortune of wonder
and goodness than this earth, Angorius, could ever possibly imagine.
Goodness gracious, loves, have you never heard of the repeating factor, a
repetition of all which once was to come to your attention? Of course, you
must allow a farthing row of flowers to seed their way back home. Oh how
we wish you would listen and understand what we say for this is the way
you will all ‘generate’ a fortune of good appraisal back unto yourselves.
Good day. Sananda out for this portion of good fortune. Adieu. (2:27 pm)

July 21, 2009, 1:34 pm
Dear one, my Seila of the day and light. This is Esu Sananda, and now we
must presume the reader has chosen the light of truth over the parallel of
his own darkness. Let us relate back down to you from the memory banks
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of the starship White Winds all that has been lost. New sentence structure,
please, little dove.
The nations are not so much in strife of their own as they are in a
premeditated state of the manufacturers of Zionist thought, deed, and
intent. They know nothing yet about the Hellions, save that little
pronounced word of thought which we brought down earlier in nineteen
ninety four in our Articles of Faith books, which they sought to stop for a
period of time. But the hour has changed, and now Religion of the Decade
is well on its way to the houses of the poor of spirit and arraigned of mind,
and from there will the safety catch on the gun of the Brethren/Sisterhood
be well off as the words fraction the Zionist entity and its matchless diatribe
right off the wall of deceit - their deceit!
So on with the show. The showdown between the light against the
darkness of impunity of the Zionist racist group, or entity, as many of you
like to call her. Now catch phrase that last word in bold, please, while I
wait. Next paragraph, please, love.
She, is indicative to the whore in your rather primitively grammatically sour
writings which were infiltrated long ago by the Catholic church and placed
in my name and the name of Mary of Magdalene. Joseph was not my
father. Gabriel was in every cleavage, pronunciation of word, and sort of
personality. In any case, genealogy is not why I came for any reason, but
cleavage of the word against the antiquity of all that which I stand for is
something I and others have come back to rectify. So treat my scribes and
prophets well.
Decisively I have been told to please keep the language simple, so from
now on I will do my best.
The nations must be warned, forewarned that in the twentieth – twentyfirst century there will come a comet which will forward Mars one
generation in the past. That is all I am going to say about that, so for all
those who believe the United States of Israel has gone to either place either
way, must solve all their problems with a huff and a puff for the denigrate
system will come crashing down along with the Mars probe, which is
somewhere in northern eastern Afghanistan and Kentucky. Heh, they just
might find water yet.
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Hollywood is a movie fanaticism which is fun to watch just as long as one is
of the understanding that it is just a make-believe movie making scheme.
Doubtful are many of this manufacturing face upon the face of “Mars,” and
this do I also say with a cloaked tongue in cheek for I and many others have
been there centuries ago, and I dare say along with others, that if Mars
ever had a mountainous craterous face to propagate the fact that people
actually existed there then a good laugh would indeed be in order. People,
yes. Face pyramids, no. Ever heard of molding clay? Good for a good laugh
in humor anyway. This parade of NASA academics is… In any case, you can
figure out the rest. Sananda out for this frequency. Will come in on 4.2
dutmont 45.7. Thank you, love. Time sequence, please, for as we have said
in the past “it is now necessary.” (1:53 pm)

1:59 pm
I had a little more time after all before the com calls me back to duty. How
else do the Christians think I was to arrive? Indicatively of all nonsensical
behavioral patterns, to be sure. The slate was cleaned off again and the
inhabitants of both Mars colony and Jupiter had to be relocated to another
locale before they exterminated themselves completely, except with
Jupiter the destruction of the north western region was not entirely their
own fault except for building beautiful cities where they ought not to have.
So you see this book on “Nation in Strife,” is not sorely dealing with this
earthen plateau which we term in name as “Angorius” but rather deals with
many other sectors of the galaxy, and I am pleased to say that in your
condition of aggression, one nation, one humanity, human toward another,
this is just as far as you will get in your planning stage of “exploration of the
galaxy and its other worlds.”
There is a new planet called Pluto 2, and it will be colonized at the fifth
quarter moon of which seven moons impede too much sunlight, therein
creating a false illusion that one moon is larger than the rest.
Now back to your planet and creation of “tools” which many of you wish to
use to conquer others such as Mars, what is left of it, and the moon. The
Stargazer watches your every step and no robotic arm is going off its tripod
to join with something robotic on Mars which does no longer exist any
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more than the moon walk existed in Trepidor, which is a small community
on the other side of your moon of planet Angorius. Are we getting a little
far out for your understanding, little ones, or are you with us? Did the
Rover go to Mars out in the space, as they call it of the galaxy. NO! Stop
being so deceived! Hollywood ROCKS with your innocence and ill
comprehension of the principles bearing life upon other worlds and all that
is done to protect them.
That’s it for today and, yes, I may utilize in my simplicity of linguistical
speech patterns to utilize contractions, but then you did ask for simplicity
did you not? Thank you, Seila, Sananda Out! (2:13 pm)

July 22, 2009, 1:01 pm
Good day, little dove. Well, for our final mention of the synchronization of
status of Obama we will stay the course with him just a little longer. The
world at large is in grave need of men who will stand the gate against the
gravediggers and enlist only those who wish true freedom to reign within
their lands. In any case, we have long known that in a crisis of any sort,
many times the starships are called upon by the heads of state and not by
the heads of nations. Here there is a grave description of one not meeting
the requirements of another, but Starfleet, as many of you like to call us,
are waiting for the day when the complete ruination of any more nations
call imposition of the conquering forces to be made to quit. New sentence
structure please, little one of mine own command.
The next heading will be the “Resource of the Nations” and how exactly
those resources are sought out by the Lighted of the Earth Angorius, and
when and where this will occur.

RESOURCE OF THE NATIONS
Cantankerous will be no more silence in dense contravacies(?) by the
minions or millions of enlightened people of the nations. They have finally
taken stance and in high places have learned the rule of oneness that the
Jews perform and yet have kept their silence until, and bold that one
please, all of the resources and statistics, people, are well in place. Watch
and listen and you will see them all. Mr. Gordon George Galloway is only
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one such person. Michael Rivero is another such person. Cynthia
Congresswoman is yet another and on and on we go. So what exactly
happens when one group of enlightened oneness takes the place of
another unenlightened oneness such as the European congress divulge in
their massive war games of prank upon the heads of not only their own
people but the rest of the invaded and occupied peoples of other lands?
Stalemate, my friends, UNTIL! the force is broken by our own might and
that might WILL COME FROM ABOVE THE CLOUDS, ABOVE THE
FIRMAMENT AND ABOVE YOUR HEADS! OF LITTLE ENTHUSIASM FOR OUR
SMARTNESS AT TIMES ON YOUR BEHALF!
A little pause on your behest also, for we must now utilize our minds well
placed inside of our craniums in order to facilitate all that we have told to
the each one of you, and that will be in return for your attention a goodly
thing to behold. Sananda out for this short segment. Sorry Seila, but other
duties have allowed myself to acquaint the people with just a jaunt around
the world this time. Sananda signing off. Good day. (1:17 pm)

July 25, 2009, 11:47 am
Good morning, Seila, my little scribe, and here we have indeed another
glorious day in the outside. New paragraph structure, please.
Reverse osmosis is the next new dictate of two-thousand and one, they
used to say, but we tell you from on high in our “telescopic” position that it
is only near to begun. For instance, the Stonehenge of East Great Britain,
and know, please, the one I am actually speaking about, has in its width the
fixings for WWII into WWIII.
Now, I will promise to simplify this statement with the Obama proselytes of
Jewrusalem, that he will not, and I do mean not, contend with Netanyahu
in his forcing all Gazans out of the strip of anything other than
contemporary Jewrusalem. Now if that is not bad enough, Netanyahu will
strive to have him assassinated by the fourth of June of the next month,
and we will of course not tell you of the year. Goodness gracious, how this
world’s economy disintegrated, and for all that the nations have had to
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suffer thus far it is little wonder that the Americas have a freely trade
agreement for all duties to be paid at the border go directly into the House
of Commons' pocket with the other half deeply hidden in Congress. Ouch!
as they say.
Contemporary Nations, that is the next heading, for we bespeak of that
time whereby each nation’s people duped will in its entirety one day head
for the stocks with all of its heads of parliament. Stocks here meaning the
head holding scenario as they utilized back in the middle ages. Oh what the
people have in stock for them. Place heading, please, Seila.

CONTEMPORARY NATIONS
Contemporary here in our dictionary headings mean precisely “ones to
fight the regime of wickedness to the death.” So it would seem that those
hoary ones who drag their feet, as President Barak Obama is now
seemingly doing, will gravitate death just a little bit further down the road
of his own increasingly demise. So then, in order for Great Britain to be put
on a stricter Zionist diet, Obama must rule the nations for Jerusalem run by
the Netanyahu faction. And while Lieberman of Israel is fighting his own
ticket away from destruction of his own position, the Lieberman who has
sultrily awaited in the shadows of the United States posturing as a
Congressman, next fall you will shortly see exactly what I and others like
myself mean, the Obama press agencies of the World Wild Western News
outlets are going once again to ignore Israel, while it picks off Lebanon claw
by claw. And where are the Lebanese opposition to all this warfaring whilst
they are ably trying to put Lebanon back on its feet? At the dinner table
with Netanyahu, while Hezbollah, brave men, are trying to best to make a
deal with the Pentagon for more fighter jets, and don’t think they won’t get
them. After all, brokerage is a big money maker for a country on the real
verge of bankruptcy, and after all again, giving Israel a run for its money
may be the only real way of stifling Israel behind its own borders and
beyond.
So let’s see what the Obama cabinet can do without giving the entire game
away. After all, the American U.S. Generals love it. War is their synthesizer
and fun is their game. Sordid bunch of coyotes!
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The Moon phase II is only for the impressionist link to Chicago, which, if it
were known at all, is a money moon making profitland for NASA. How is
this? Chicago is the only American U.S. city which dyes its own laundry for
the press of the west and lets the Pentagon know just how much money
they may get from their “Congress” in the next hour. In other words, the
Mayor and its people of Chicago recognize that the hearsayers who say
Netanyahu stole money, billions from the people of the United States
through the Pentagon, stole it from NASA. One hand swat the other. In any
case, the Mayor of New York does not even know where his socks are or
which ones to put on, while the Mayor of Chicago has his socks rip tided
and his initials are broadcasted all over the place by monograms. Period.
One has nothing of course to do with the other unless you try to piecemeal
together or synthesize the entire racketeering in one main junction box.
You see, the Mayor and the good people of Chicago are at ire with the
Obama administration BECAUSE they dumped their car economy in the
Hudson river, so to speak, and the three Canadian/U.S. great lakes, Huron
in particular can no longer drive a bridge over its breakwaters and that is a
sedimentary effort on both parts. No cars, no bridges, no water breaks.
So what about the Mayor of New York? He does not know his left foot from
his right and Hillary Clinton just found out that Netanyahu of Israel has
dropped a ton of lithium into the Nile; barricading Egypt from helping the
Gazans with any sort of water shed and that even threw her for a loop. So
she, quite frankly turned the entire width of her back on Israel and
everything she ever thought it stood for. So she had a soul after all. Now
let’s see about Obama.
Sananda over and out on biowave theory 4.6. Sign off, please, in triplicate.
Good day and thank you once again for your genuineness of thought to
help us in this. (12:19 pm)

July 25, 2009, 10:29 pm
Trapeze artists are about to turn Park Avenue around, dear ones, and each
of you are on their hit list of memorandum accounts and who’s next!
Abound are decisions of the echelon and because of American motors,
President Obama’s signatories at the Pentagon are all ears because they
hope to defy Obama’s presidency in turn for more bailouts from the Israeli
side using your American money. Ah, well, sojourn well for the fifth bottom
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out of the stock exchange will sense all compliance with those who would
rather kill for profit than relax the gun. So military might is all that is left, for
the Israelis can no longer kill Palestinians without receiving back that
mighty hand of death from Hezbollah to the Red banks of the Nile to
Luxembourg, Saskatchewan, Canada back to the dearths of Jordan rank. For
the King of Jordon is sick to death of the swat team from Israel on his land
and wishes to God, if there still is one, he surmises, that he would have
never listened to Netanyahu nor Sharon, for quite frankly, King Abdullah
now knows he is to be the future sanctuary for Palestine and he knows
there is no more room! “Damn!” he says! “Damn, it all!”
Break now, little one, for the day must come to an end sooner or later.
Hatonn sends his “Hello!” Sananda out for this small portion. Good night.
(10:38 pm)

August 10, 2009, 6:11 pm
Hello, little duck. The suicide rate is up tremendously in China, Japan,
Indonesia and India. And why are we telling our readers this? Because too
many Indonesians are being heavily and heartily blamed for raids,
blackmails of politicians, murders of feline entities, and goodness knows
just what else. Sananda in for the interlude, for that again, I am sorry to say,
is all I have time for. But in the future not too long away, all this will come
into view, and we knew it first.
Indonesia, Malaysia, and countless other nations have fired a round, their
own round table enthusiasm against Israel, for Palestine. But of course to
no avail. Now you, the readers, may think that this is just another useless
piece of information, but I, Sananda, can well tell you that what you think
or thought to be important in the past, present to the future, is well worth
the knowing now. For instance, who would have thought Malaysian
President would ever forfeit his own right to the throne of “Israel wanting it
all, including a military base for Israel right in the middle of the Gulf
Islands.”
Hoot and holler did they all do, but like the United Nations who countless
times have done absolutely nothing in history to reprimand Israel for its
more than cantankerous behavior toward nations, nobody will do anything
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about this either - or so we think. But that, my friends, is just not reality.
Thank goodness for that.
A little sliver of knowledge is this: Firm friends come from above the
firmament, and goodness knows the Israeli jets have known this for quite
some time but think they dare not touch them, and that, my friends, is their
error. It’s what’s not on the news; you have got to be interested in.
Sananda out and back on the bridge for the next periodical with Dharma.
Good day, and thank you, Seila, my little angel. And, no, you are not going
to heaven just yet, but soon in the good old way - flagship and all. (6:27 pm)

August 11, 2009, 5:44 pm
Hello, little dove of mine own heart. Now is not the time to banter about
faxes, nor Israel, for the face of time is the huge effigy which is still awaiting
the most of the royals of Britain, Jordan, Quebec, Oman and Saudi Arabia,
skimming the milk off the children of Oman in a particular sense of the
word. In essence, Israel wants to continue in destroying the spectacular
Monasteries of both Russia and France, Istanbul, Quebec Canada, who
think and hope they have thus succeeded in being a nation all on their own,
and down with the Monasteries of Italy and Monarchies of the world. Uh
well, little ones, it is with a graven retrospect, that the world Monarchies
have survived even this long with Israeli Zionism afoot, but the monks, now
listen carefully here, of Istanbul Turkey have had their fill of Israeli Jews in
all their sermons, and there is a great awakening afoot, and that will spread
worldwide. Is it any wonder that the Jews of Zionistic thought have brought
about a new law, saying it is illegal to speak about and against Zionism and
all of its traits, right from WWI? Nay, this is appropriate for the world
people population to say "ENOUGH IS ENOUGH! WE ARE NOT RABBITS
NOR ARE WE CATS NOR CATTLE! WE ARE THE SEED OF THE EARTH AND
WE DEMAND ALL OF OUR RIGHTS! KASHEW!"
In our effort in the past to bring Zionism and its culprits traits to the
forefront many of us have ended up dead. But now it is no longer so, for
the truth is widespread and people have had ENOUGH!! So then the verdict
is thusly: "NO MORE WILL WE, THE PEOPLE, OF THE UNITED STATES OF
ARGENTINA BE GULLIBLE ENOUGH TO TAKE A PENNY FROM AMERICA
WHETHER IT BE CANADA NOR THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. FOR
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CANADA IS NOT MADE UP OF STATES, ONLY THE SOUTHERN PART ARE,
WHERE BE WASHINGTON, D.C.
TRIPOLI FEELS THE SAME, AND ART WITH US THE LORD WILL BE, AND
THEN WE WILL ALL BE FREE! HALLELUJAH!"
(pause)
Argentina on the other hand, Jewish owned and run, is now running the
gauntlet in order to fit in with Hugo Chavez's Venezuela, in its counterstrike
against more currency toward the United States of America for its
proclamation that Venezuela oil wells on U.S. soil must now pay land taxes.
And after all Hugo Chavez has done for New Orleans! What a rubble rousing
that is going to create in Venezuela! Indeed! Well, we will stop all proceeds,
for the rap on the door handle is about to sound and when it does, and now
listen carefully, and when it does all the pieces working against Zionism will
step up to the plate all at one time and then the wall comes tumbling
down. Strategic at best. Wonderful at most. We shall adjourn for the next
space of time and continue at a little later date. Sananda out for this
briefing as well. Please place time signature, little dove and thank you.
(6:03 pm)

6:31 pm
Sorry love, just one more piece of the pied together. You readers know
math do you not? So pie equals the same marjoram as two pieces times
twelve points south. We spell it py. Sananda Esu Jmmanuel out. (6:33 pm)

7:09 pm
Sorry for this rather choppy proceeding, love, but I am in for quite a
segment on this one. Another major title heading: Land Sakes But It's Warm
in Here! I will wait until you put it in.

LAND SAKES BUT IT'S WARM IN HERE
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And it is indeed. Global warming, the seafront full of crabs drifted in,
walruses beached through too warm a water. Waterfront snakes in Liberia,
and many many more incidences, but the worst of them all are the nations
with undersea volcanic eruptions. Now more than ever we see the range of
temperatures hit the nations at the speed of lightning, and over the Gulf
regions of Florida we see the sea draining its precipitation. Over the
Bahamas, there is chickweed, we call it, all over the local, and in Brazil, and
they won't tell you this either, there are nightingales all the way from
China, who are trying along with their importation, to survive the gales and
snakes and in their tiny desperations the rats tempest at them as well. Oh
my, and all this because of global warming. Gloomy, but true.
Now in those regions which despair not because they have experienced no
tsunamis, they still have pent-up anger that their houses are just too humid
and too dammed hot. Now colourful metaphors are just not my style, but
once in a while we do stoop to your levels in order to communicate rapidly
and effectively with each one of you, who still have not learned the grace of
the English language.

PUT THE BROOM BACK IN THE CLOSET, PLEASE
And whose broom indeed is that? It belongs to the people, and the
politicians don't like them one bit, hiring themselves to look inside their
closet of condoms as well as the skeletal remains of the Harbrooks
academy of the Skull and Bones senior study group, Massachusetts, or
Harvard in Queensland, it doesn't matter one whit of the mix match of
anything, because they all work with singularity of mind meld, from the
Universities, to the Halls of Congress, their liquidity with your money was
theirs from the start and not one man nor woman will turn the other in
without skinning themselves first.
So what can President Obama do about it? Lots! If he wants to lose his
shirt, get booted out of the Presidential door and allow his children, two girl
childs, to rain out the barrel for their next bath. So what is he to do then?
Be a good husband OR be a PRESIDENT FOR ALL THE CHILDREN OF THE
WORLD?! Grief is what he feels at this moment, unbelied grief!
What does Michelle, his wife say? "Obama! President of the United States
of America! Just tell the public what they threatened to do to us! Expose
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them NOW!" She smiles and waves. "But that won't put food on the table,"
Obama yells out!
This is a real mess. A real mess indeed. And how many American/British
Anchormen has this sort of thing happened to anyway. More than fourhundred and fifty world wide. Next chapter heading please.

CHAPTER TWO
THE YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS, A WAR OR TWO AWAY
How about your Americanized troops out of Bermuda no less. Didn't think
the Americans would recruit them also? Heh, they will recruit anyone who
thinks Israel is God's chosen people. No one seems to think, or think, nor
think, nor use their heads for anything more than keeping a helmet
attached!
All this will account one day so stay with us. Dharma is now on line for a
short briefing from myself and Commander in Chief Hatonn, so stay tuned
and study. Study these words and you may just find yourselves in the thick
of things. Before you know it you will be wise, knowledgeable and clever.
Wow! What a pastime! Captain Sananda Esu Jmmanuel out on transmittal
frequency duchmont 5.9. Clever one, write it down. (7:33 pm)

August 12, 2009, 1:20 pm
Hello, little dove. Let us now resume. The renegade faction of the high
command of the Taliban, shall we now call the Northern Alliance men as
well, have been recruiting a number of what we call sparrows from the
Lincoln column of the American Green Berets who are all sick and tired of
the cheesy way their own high command in Washington, D.C. and those
'Commandos' out in the field are treating the ordinary soldiers, Afghani's
included, and they are just sick and tired of this stupid senseless war!
However, insurmountable enthusiasm and joy has surrounded the camp
Crucifix, as we call them, all those silly religious boys and girl soldiers who
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still believe Israel is the be all of the world. As they see the last bastion of
Iraq come down, namely the statue of one whom they think was really
hung by the neck until all life drained out of him, they think the world, or
rather their own religious "flock" is one step closer, one year closer to
seeing Christ regain the throne back of the world. In any case, this cheeses
even the best of us when we realize that stupidity still lurks in the hearts of
humankind even at this level. IT IS AN ABSOLUTE INSULT OF THE GRAVEST
KIND, EVEN UNIMAGINABLE, TO THINK THAT THE UNIVERSE RUNS ON
THIS TYPE OF LOGIC AND THAT ANY OF US, ESPECIALLY MYSELF,
SANANDA ESU JMMANUEL! WOULD PARTAKE IN MURDERING MEN,
WOMEN AND CHILDREN AND THEN CALL THE DEED HOLY AND JUST!
THIS THINKING BARELY… DISTEMPER IS WHAT THEY ALL HAVE! AND THE
WORST ARE RABINIC! RABIES!
Now in lew of coming back to our own senses before we lose them as well,
we would severely recommend to all partisans of the wars throughout the
Middle Eastern regions, NOT to tailgate one another over and over again,
as though you are little children playing follow the leader, BUT LEARN, FOR
GOODNESS SAKE, TO THINK FOR YOURSELVES AND REASON, LEARN,
CALCULATE THE EFFECT YOUR ACTIONS ARE HAVING UPON OTHERS IN
OTHER LANDS, AND STAND ON REASON, HOLINESS, AND CULTIVATE
YOUR MINDS, HEARTS AND WHATEVER ELSE IT IS YOU HAVE NEGLECTED
TO USE FOR SO LONG!
Now back to the White House where poor Hatonn is no longer residing and
has not been for quite some time. Over in Hungary the United States of all
compassion for that parasite state of Israel, another twelve U.S. military
factions have drawn up for themselves twelve more blueprints just like
Guantanamo Bay. For the reason that the hot seat they are in now requires
them to HIDE the prisoners of which many are going to be the disloyal
American Brigades. So if you know anyone to pass this onto who in effect
can do something about this, then please pass it on. The Brigades are going
to also build the barracks and live in them. Cells we call it. "Just war," they
say in Washington, and Obama, the seasoned, nothing knows nothing
about it.
Sananda out for this portion before I explode! Sign off, little duck, and
thank you for your cooperation. (1:39 pm)
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August 18, 2009, 2:04 pm
THE NATIONS BEGUILED!
Temperament, temperamental, strife, all those things which make life
unworthwhile at this level of human existence. Good afternoon, little dove,
back to the drawing board for awhile. Sananda in for this short, oh so short,
segment. Adieu.
We have taken over the prime reason to get our troops out of Afghanistan,
Iran and Iraq, and for this reason, of which I will shortly tell you, the nations
will suffer our wrath no longer upon their bountiful backs of pride!
The troops I speak of no longer are needed nor are required to serve in the
forest of loops of mankind's own folly in order to free the already freed
inhabitants of other nations who only wanted left alone in order to
progress along nicely in their own way, religion, culture, and format. So the
ones Congress sends to stay in these countries will meet with countless
deaths, ultra sensory high technical deaths; in fact all deaths meant for the
inhabitants of those countries will instead befall upon them all; they who
occupy play the charlatan upon the people and who steal and plot to take
over not only their resources but their human resources.
It is to their own greatest folly that the Americans and their compliant
NATO find their graves have actually been dug by themselves for
themselves. Oh, how the shelves upon the table are turning and we tell you
first even before Al Jazeera razes them or Iranian Press T.V. vocates their
lessons upon your own view screen. Oh the brazen hussies! Those who
have long advocated that the mainstream media wishes to burn the disks
with the film wrapped around it in order to mystify the public expression
of: "Oh! What really happened?!" And we told you, the people, first!
Lord and Captain Sananda out for this briefing. Salu and Adieu! Place in
time coordinates please scribe. Sananda out. (2:15 pm)

August 20, 2009, 1:55 pm
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Dear ones, this is Sananda signing in for a very brief period of time. In fact,
it is this one time that I have had to speak without a prerecording of myself
to ensure no slip-ups could occur.
Pretense is the word of the day - pretense of the Washington Congress and
Senate. Pretense of more bloody wars on the people, for the people, and
utilizing the people of the land who want no more wars. What is unusual
about this sentence is that no one seems to pay attention to the people
and to their wants, even though the people put Congress and the Senate in
place with their votes; with their O.K. as you would say. Does Michael
Rivero say any differently? How about Alistair? What of him? Do I? Do most
of you? A big resounding NO!
So what is so wrong with this paragraph then? What is right should not be
wrong, yet the elite at the top eclipse the people and eclipse their wants,
and after all is said and done, the damned elite will have nothing at all to do
with the "cattle," I, ehem, mean the people. For cattle is what the Jewish
elite call them, think of them, and how they treat them; and all at their
beck and call.
And why am I telling you all this that you at least seem to understand and
know? Because seldom do nations fast their way to the top without
eventually collapsing; and when the Fascist system of the Capitalist United
States of America and United States of Africa collapse, then of course so
will the people all die.
No more food for the elite at the top of the dung heap; no more money, for
their cashless society will fail; no more houses to be built and no more
contouring the people's wealth into their own offshore and onshore
accounts.
With the banks (so-called) failing, what a piece of trickery; what a farce on
the people, the money must be somewhere. But where? In offshore
accounts entirely? No, dear ones. In underground gold bunkers where
there is silver, gold, platinum, steel under girders. Listen to what I say.
Where there is reinforcements of refrigeration process; where there are
cooks galore; and where there are money machines for the new society
after planet earth destroys itself.
Oh but we haven't finished yet. What of the people in concentration
camps? What of the social network now in place in some lucky countries?
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What of the embroidery team of housewives who also sew for their soldiers
and for charity? What of the loose women and the loose men? What of
pimps and chuckers? What of the children? Where will they all be going?
Into concentration camps throughout Canada and the U.S.? Not a bit. They
are all to be reintroduced right back into foreign slavery where there will be
absolutely no difference between them and the African slaves of the midcentury. Ahg!
But we can stop all of this with just a little bit of sense. Believe ye not in
starcraft? No? Well you'd better start to. You'd better begin, or else your
earthly fate will be sealed for this incarnation.
Good afternoon or good night. You choose. Tie off frequency, scribe, and
thank you for your good and charitable effort in coming as quickly as I
called. Sananda, Captain of the Stargazer, second, rather, in command. Out.
Please place in all time frequencies and coordinates, Seila, my little dove.
Adieu. (2:13 pm)

August 21, 2009, 11:19 am
Lord and Captain Sananda presiding at the helm, little ones. Now, Seila, we
will once again begin a new chapter. Short they are, I understand, but
however the writings will explain themselves. New paragraph heading
under it, please: In the Way of the Worldly Ones. I will wait.

CHAPTER THREE
IN THE WAY OF THE WORLDLY ONES
Ahem. Ready, Seila? Now, in the event that President Obama knows his
limits already in his stock marketing affairs for the Jewish elite, and we will
call them what they are: Canaanites. We dish the stocks, the market, right
into the greatest dip they have yet had to experience. This is important,
loves, simply because the economic system must not be allowed to
continue in the way it has been for so long, with one segment of society
gaining all the riches from another segment of the population. Is that
understood? I, we're sure it is. New paragraph, please.
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Stocks and bonds, gold and silver, platinum and ore, it is all wise to the
people to hold onto. Do not part with any of it, if you can. The car industry
is molded into serving new car and truck lots, and because of these
industrial mockeries going on, the people are being squeezed, forced to
part with their gold, their silver, their bonds and their ore in a conquest by
the Jews to do whatever they need to, to gain all that the people have,
leaving them homeless, jobless, etc. and hungry.
What happens when one loses his or her home? They end up selling their
gold jewelry, their silver ware, their platters of silver and nickels and any
other ore or waste they have. The Jews get richer and the people are
mocked and never thanked as they become homeless and dwarfed by
public exposure in the media. And the news outlets have been well
programmed to servitude these people as losers, or crooks which have lost
it all and how it serves them right, while the public has been disciplined
from the time they were born to look down on such people with disgust,
and the people had done nothing wrong.
And those same ones who looked down upon others now find they have
lost it all, but now they have lost their credibility and along with it their
voice to tell the people what happened was not their fault but no one will
listen.
Their retirement savings and coupons had been pillaged by the bosses of
their corporations, and they were left with nothing.
The people are like slave workers for the mental establishment. Those
hoary ones who think intellectuality is the closet door to great wealth,
other people's wealth. Here is how the corporative powers work. You have
the people who work for the corporations. You have the giant bosses who
boss the people who work for the giant corporations. These bosses take
from the people an overlord. They take a man or a woman and make them
foreman and tell these ones that if they do not willingly place a hard grip on
the people workers that they, themselves will then be replaced and they
will rejoin the people slaves, or Papal slaves. It all works the same way.
Think about that on your time off.
Corporative powers do this in China and in American corporate Japan. Think
about this for a moment, for the next could be you. Stymied for a job;
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homeless or else, and food for all except you and your family. Good day,
now onto the next.
Pilots overworked see many more jets coming down. The marine life in the
sea with its sonar jets out of the sides of naval submarines are already
killing more marine life than you could count. And the birds in the oil rich
region are all dying of coal oil poisoning and on and on it goes.
So if you don't believe your safety lies in the stars then you, the people, are
in very grave danger of your lives, emotionally and otherwise. Think hard
dear ones and study my words, for the call will come, and when it does
you had better be ready. Bold that one, please, Seila. Sananda out. Adieu.
(11:35 am)
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